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Abstract 

Background: Twitter offers tools that facilitate the diffusion of information by 

which companies can engage consumers to share their messages.  

Literature review: Communication professionals are using platforms such as 

Twitter to disseminate information; however, the strategies they should use to 

achieve high information diffusion are not clear. This paper proposes message 

repetition as a strategy. 

Research questions: (1) What is the wear-out point of Twitter? (2) How many 

times should a company repeat a tweet written on its brand page in order to 

maximize the diffusion for seeds? (3) How many times should a company repeat 

a tweet written on its brand page to maximize the diffusion while minimizing the 
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number of consumers reaching their wear-out point for seeds? (4) How many 

times should a company repeat a tweet written on its brand page to maximize the 

diffusion for non-seeds? (5) How many times should a company repeat a tweet 

written on its brand page to maximize the diffusion while minimizing the 

number of consumers reaching their wear-out point for seeds for non-seeds? 

Research methodology: An agent-based simulation model for information 

diffusion is proposed as an approach to measure the diffusion of a tweet that has 

been repeated. The model considers that consumers can reach their wear-out 

point when they read a tweet several times.  

Results: The results of the model indicate the number of times a company 

should send the same tweet in order to achieve high information diffusion before 

this action has negative effects on consumers. Brand followers are key to 

achieve high information diffusion; however, consumers begin to feel bothered 

by the tweet by the sixth repetition.  

Conclusions: To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine 

tweet repetition as a strategy to achieve higher information diffusion on Twitter. 

In addition, it extends the information diffusion literature by controlling the 

wear-out effect. It contributes to both communication and computational science 

literature by analyzing a communication problem using an agent-based 

approach. Finally, the paper contributes to the field of technical professional 

communication by testing a strategy to reach a great information diffusion, and 

by creating a tool that any company can use to anticipate the results of a 

communication campaign created in Twitter before launching it.   
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BACKGROUND 

Social network sites (SNSs) allow companies to communicate with consumers [1] at the 

same time that consumers diffuse information that can be seen by individuals around the 

world [2]. The diffusion of product-/company-related information between consumers 

through the Internet is called electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) [3]. Nearly all 

information on Twitter is public, and with more than 217 million active users, and more 

than 500 million tweets sent per day, this SNS has become the most suitable for 

diffusing information [4]. These disseminated tweets even have a significant effect on 

other Twitter users, increasing sales [5] and firms’ stock returns [6]. Therefore, 

companies are interested in using SNSs, particularly Twitter, to diffuse information 

about their products and brands [7]. However, professional communicators and 

academics alike are still considering the problem of how and what to communicate 

through these channels in order to achieve high information diffusion [8]. 

Companies’ intentions to engage consumers in sharing company information are called 

word of mouth (WOM) marketing [9]. Previous studies of WOM marketing campaigns 

that have the aim of diffusing information have focused on two issues: the type of 

message that companies should post in order to increase the likelihood of sharing [10], 

and the type of consumers who have to engage to achieve higher information diffusion 

[3]. However, the effect of a message’s repetition on its diffusion via Twitter is 

unknown. People cannot read every tweet in their timeline, since previous studies have 

shown that a tweet has a life of a few hours [11]. Thus, professional communicators 

could reach different groups of individuals by repeating the same tweet. Many 

guidelines that offer tips on using Twitter recommend repeating tweets (see, e.g. [12]). 

Indeed, according to [13], companies repeat their tweets several times. The more times 

the tweet is sent, the greater the diffusion of that tweet should be. However, the positive 



effect that the message and its repetition has on consumers could be reduced if 

consumers see the same message many times [14]. This is because they eventually reach 

their wear-out point, leading to negative effects toward the product/brand featured in the 

message. In addition, consumers’ negative thoughts and feelings toward the brand could 

increase [15]. As some consumers can become annoyed by tweet repetition, it is 

important to identify how to achieve high diffusion using this strategy while avoiding 

consumers’ wear-out point. Thus, this study analyzes the number of times companies 

should repeat a tweet to achieve the highest information diffusion with the minimum 

number of consumers reaching their wear-out point. 

Information diffusion has been studied on SNSs using traditional methodologies such as 

statistical modeling [16], [17] and surveys [18]. These methodologies present some 

issues for studying the diffusion of information. For example, the effects analyzed via 

statistical modeling could be biased, as they might be affected by variables that are not 

measured. The method does not enable isolation of the effect of tweet repetition on 

diffusion, or the extent to which this is affected by individuals who reach their wear-out 

point. Additionally, studies using statistical modeling methodologies have used the 

number of times a message has been shared as an indicator of information diffusion 

(see, e.g. [16]). However, it is important to consider not only the number of times a 

message has been shared, but also the number of individuals that have seen it. In 

addition, information diffusion on Twitter has been measured through surveys by 

assessing retweet intentions (see, e.g. [19]). However, the use of surveys does not 

enable analysis of the total diffusion of a message in the network. In most cases it is 

cost prohibitive or not possible to examine these effects on a large scale [20]. In order to 

overcome these limitations, previous studies have used agent-based models (ABMs) to 

analyze information diffusion (e.g. [21], [22]). These models allow simple rules of 



behavior to be described for an individual level, which can then be aggregated to derive 

conclusions at the overall level [20]. This method has been considered ideally suited for 

investigating WOM-related marketing problems through the lens of an ABM [20], [23], 

[24]. The aim is to utilize ABM mainly as a research tool to more deeply understand 

and examine theoretical and practical communication phenomena. Hence, the aim of 

this study is to analyze the effect of message repetition via a brand page on the 

message’s diffusion through Twitter, considering consumers’ wear-out point. This is 

achieved via an agent-based simulation approach. Communication professionals can 

take the study’s findings into account when formulating their social media–based 

communication plans. 

The present study makes five specific contributions to the literature. First, it contributes 

to communication literature by examining tweet repetition as a strategy to achieve 

higher information diffusion on Twitter. Second, it extends information diffusion 

literature by controlling the wear-out effect. Third, it adds to literature on how 

information diffusion can be measured. Fourth, it contributes to both communication 

and computational science literature by analyzing a communication problem via an 

agent-based approach. Finally, the paper contributes to technical professional 

communication literature by testing a strategy by which to reach significant information 

diffusion, and by creating a tool that any company can use to anticipate the results of a 

communication campaign created in Twitter before launching it.   

This paper is organized as follows. The Literature Review section provides an overview 

of Twitter, WOM marketing, the wear-out effect, and agent-based simulations. Then, 

research questions are proposed and the methodology of the study is explained. The 

results section outlines the results of the simulation. Finally, conclusions and 

recommendations for further research are presented. 



 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Twitter as a platform to diffuse information: The importance of electronic word-of-

mouth 

Twitter has become a powerful communication tool, and has thus received much 

attention from technical communication scholars. [25] demonstrated how Twitter data 

and analysis can insightfully inform programmatic decisions. [26] showed the 

importance of these platforms as a pedagogical tool. [27] examined the use of Twitter 

for workers as a tool to support their work, while [28] argued that Twitter plays a 

significant role in gathering, measuring and/or distributing information among technical 

and professional communicators. In fact, it has been found to be a suitable platform to 

diffuse information as it allows information to spread more rapidly compared to any 

other medium [29], [30]. It was successfully used in this manner during the Arab Spring 

movement [31], the 2012 and 2016 US presidential elections [32], [33], the 2011 Great 

East Japan earthquake [34], and the Covid-19 pandemic [35]. Additionally, individuals 

around the world can discuss events and topics on Twitter [36]. This characteristic also 

makes Twitter a powerful medium for professional communicators to create their social 

media plans. It is an appropriate means by which to solve reputation crises [37] and to 

speed up new product adoption [5]. The key to achieving a high diffusion of 

information via SNSs in general, and in Twitter in particular, is the platform’s users. On 

Twitter, users can share information with each other simply by clicking the “Retweet” 

button in the tweet.  

Twitter may be considered an ideal space for creating eWOM (through clicking 

“Retweet” in a tweet about a brand) and achieving high information diffusion [38]. 

Professional communicators can monitor the process of retweeting, and identify not 



only how many times a given message has been retweeted but also the users who have 

the highest levels of influence on content diffusion [38]. Tweets can affect company 

sales [39] and influence consumers’ decisions [40]. [39] found that positive eWOM on 

Twitter increases movie sales, whereas negative eWOM decreases them. Interestingly, 

[39] found that the strongest effect on movie sales comes from those tweets in which the 

authors expressed their intention to watch a certain movie. In addition, [41] showed that 

brand-related tweets allow consumers to access new information about brands, and 

motivate them to search for additional brand information. Additionally, retweeting can 

serve as a powerful tool for reinforcing a message [42]. Therefore, companies are 

interested in engaging consumers to spread the word about their products and brands on 

Twitter [5]. This study focuses on retweets; thus, we use the definition of transmitted 

eWOM. 

Word-of-mouth marketing to diffuse information on Twitter 

 [9] defined WOM marketing as “the intentional influencing of consumer-to-consumer 

communications by professional marketing techniques.” Basically, the approach 

consists of disseminating a message to a number of consumers (called seeds) in order 

for them to spread the word. One objective of WOM marketing campaigns is to achieve 

high diffusion of information about products and brands [38]. 

Companies can develop WOM marketing strategies on Twitter with the aim of 

facilitating information diffusion. They can create a profile, known as a brand page, on 

this platform that consumers can follow [43]. The messages that companies upload onto 

their brand pages can be seen by their followers, and their followers can transmit this 

information to their contacts by clicking “Retweet” on the message. The brand 

followers’ contacts who receive the message can then also retweet it, and so on. Via this 

process, the message can be diffused through Twitter [44]. In this situation, the message 



of the WOM marketing campaign is conveyed via tweets that the company writes on its 

brand page, while the seed is composed of the brand page’s followers, as they are the 

initial group of consumers who received the message. These campaigns are very useful 

for professional communicators in developing their social media plans.  

Previous studies of WOM marketing campaigns developed with the aim of achieving 

high information diffusion have focused on analyzing the type of message that should 

be sent and the type of seed that should be approached. For example, vivid, interactive, 

emotional, and surprising messages are more likely to be diffused [10], [45]. Consumers 

are also more prone to transmit messages that are perceived as useful [46]. On Twitter, 

messages that include links and hashtags have strong relationships with retweet 

likelihood [47]. In addition, [48] showed a strong tendency toward transmitting negative 

tweets in comparison with positive ones. Moreover, [17] showed that emotionally 

charged Twitter messages are more likely to be retweeted. Regarding the type of seed, 

previous studies have shown that highly connected consumers are the most suitable 

seeds to diffuse information, because they have many contacts [3]. Influential 

information brokers—that is, individuals who connect two otherwise unconnected parts 

of the network—are also associated with a larger number of retweets for brand content 

[38]. [43] showed that consumers who retweet brand messages outscore those who do 

not on brand identification, brand trust, brand community commitment, and 

membership intention. Additionally, [49] established that individuals are more likely to 

transmit messages from a trustworthy source, while [50] showed that they are more 

likely to share information on social media when it was written by individuals who post 

the same topics. In this vein, [51] demonstrated the power of similarity/homophily in 

social media. However, another type of strategy could be developed to achieve 

information diffusion on Twitter. Specifically, companies can send a message to their 



seeds more than once through this SNS. Indeed, Twitter users may not see all the 

messages that people they follow write on this SNS [52], meaning that if a company 

writes a tweet on its brand page, this tweet is not seen by all of its followers. Therefore, 

companies can repeat the tweet in order for it to be seen by more followers, and in turn 

increase the likelihood that it will be shared. Message repetition has been extensively 

studied in traditional media [14]; however, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the 

effect of message repetition on Twitter is unknown.  

Message repetition and the wear-out effect 

Previous studies have shown that commercial messages have specific effects on 

consumers. These messages can impact, for instance, consumers’ attitude toward the ad 

or toward the brand, as well as their purchase intention, brand recall, or brand 

recognition [14], [15]. If a commercial message is repeated, these effects can be higher 

[53]. Companies contract for many insertions of the same ad on TV and radio, and in 

newspapers and magazines, in order for consumers be exposed several times to a 

particular message [14]. However, if the consumer sees the same message too many 

times, the positive effects could become negative [53]. Two-factor theory provides the 

theoretical basis for research about repetition effects on message responses [53].  

The first phase within two-factor theory is called “wear-in,” in which initial exposures 

to the ad are expected to trigger increasingly positive responses from consumers due to 

a reduction in uncertainty about the message [53] or an increasing opportunity to learn 

about the message [54]. In fact, past research has shown the importance of repetition in 

commercial message effectiveness [55]. When companies repeat a commercial message, 

it is more likely that consumers will be able to see it. Consumers could even see the 

same message several times. Multiple exposures to a commercial message increase 

consumer awareness of the message and facilitate consumer processing of the 



information included [56]. Purchase intention and attitude toward the brand and toward 

the message are also positive consequences of message repetition [15].  

The second phase is called “wear-out,” and starts when the message repetition begins to 

have adverse effects [57]. Wear-out is when continued repetition results in the onset of 

tedium, such that the message decreases in effectiveness [14]. When consumers see the 

same message many times, additional exposures could evoke negative reactions due to 

boredom, satiation, reactance, and/or tedium, thus leading to them reaching their wear-

out point [58]—that is, the number of commercial exposures at which additional 

exposure has negative effects on consumers [14]. Thus, when a company repeats the 

same tweet several times, consumers could reach their wear-out point. This could lead 

to negative consequences for consumers, such as a deterioration of attitudes toward the 

brand and toward the message [15].  

Message repetition has been mainly analyzed with reference to traditional media. 

According to [59], literature on this topic can be separated into two schools: the 

minimalists, who posit that a few (one to three) exposures achieve maximum response; 

and the repetitionists, who believe that repetition (10 to 25 exposures) is necessary for 

optimal consumer response. Studies about message repetition in online advertising seem 

to have been inclined toward the minimalist school. For example, [60] showed that after 

the third exposure to static banners, attitude toward the brand does not increase. In 

addition, [61] found decreasing returns to clicking after only three ad exposures in a 

browsing session on a restaurant search website. In fact, media could determine the 

number of exposures after which consumers reach their wear-out point. Specifically, 

consumers usually use SNSs to build and maintain social capital [62], so the 

information that is not oriented to these motivations could be seen as irritating [63]. 

Such irritation occurs on platforms in which consumers have become used to browsing 



without having to view advertisements. In fact, previous studies have shown that 

advertising on an SNS leads to a more negative attitude toward the ad and higher 

avoidance compared to advertising via traditional media, such as TV or newspapers 

[64]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the wear-out point on Twitter is unknown.  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Based on the literature review, we propose the following research questions (RQs): 

RQ1: What is the wear-out point of Twitter? 

RQ2: How many times should a company repeat a tweet written on its brand page in 

order to maximize the diffusion for seeds?  

RQ3: How many times should a company repeat a tweet written on its brand page to 

maximize the diffusion while minimizing the number of consumers reaching their wear-

out point for seeds? 

RQ4: How many times should a company repeat a tweet written on its brand page to 

maximize the diffusion for non-seeds?  

RQ5: How many times should a company repeat a tweet written on its brand page to 

maximize the diffusion while minimizing the number of consumers reaching their wear-

out point for seeds for non-seeds? 

Our aim is to utilize ABM mainly as a research tool to more deeply understand and 

examine theoretical and practical marketing phenomena. Thus, the present study uses an 

ABM simulation to measure the diffusion of a tweet that has been repeated several 

times. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 



As explained in the Literature Review section, to the best of the authors’ knowledge 

accurate information on the Twitter wear-out point is not currently available. Thus, we 

first developed a study to examine the wear-out point on Twitter. We analyzed the 

number of tweet repetitions needed to reach consumers’ wear-out point. These data are 

key for the development of the simulation, as they allow us to set a limit beyond which 

individuals feel annoyed with the brand. Thus, through the simulation, the number of 

individuals that become annoyed after a specific number of tweet repetitions can be 

calculated. Additionally, this study enables us to answer RQ1.  

Preliminary study: Wear-out point on Twitter 

Design 

A 5 (tweet exposures; 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 exposures) between-subjects experimental study 

was developed. We followed the minimalist school to design the study. As explained in 

Literature Review section, previous studies on online advertising have shown that 

individuals who are exposed to ads in this context reach their wear-out point after a few 

exposures (e.g. [60]). Thus, we expected the same to occur on Twitter. In this type of 

experiment, the sample is divided into five groups and each group is exposed to a 

different stimulus. The difference between stimuli is the manipulated factor—in this 

case, this is the number of times an individual is exposed to the target tweet. We 

exposed one group once to the tweet, the next group twice, and so on. The first step to 

develop the experiment was to design the stimulus.   

Stimuli 

In order to create the stimuli, we first chose the product category and the brand that 

would send the tweet. We chose wine as the product category for the study. Drinking 

wine is a subjective, complex, ambiguous experience for many consumers, so 



companies seek to influence how consumers interpret and value their wine through 

social media [68]. In addition, social media has been found to be particularly effective 

among wine consumers [69]. Therefore, we consider wine as a suitable product category 

for our study. Following previous studies [60], we used a fictitious wine brand, 

“Bodegas las Condes” in order to avoid brand familiarity. 

Then, we created a tweet from the brand (see Figure 1). This tweet was integrated into 

an image that simulated a Twitter timeline composed of four tweets. The other tweets 

that comprised the timeline were genuine, in order to create a more realistic scenario. To 

manipulate the tweet repetition, we created timelines that ensured individuals were 

exposed to different tweets (including the target tweet, depending on the condition) in 

all the timelines they saw. Example timelines are shown in Table I. 

Figure 1. Target tweets 

 

Procedure 

We conducted an online survey among the target group of the product, which consisted 

of Twitter users who frequently drink wine. Before answering the questionnaire, 

individuals were told that they should imagine they were seeing their timeline on 

Twitter; they then saw one of the timelines created for the study. This process was 

repeated five times—that is, all individuals saw five Twitter timelines regardless of the 

condition to which they were assigned. This ensured that the number of timelines seen 

by the individuals did not affect the results. Individuals in the one-exposure condition 

saw the target tweet in the fifth timeline, individuals in the two-exposure condition saw 

the target tweet in the fourth and in the fifth timelines, and so on. The remaining tweets 



were the same for each condition. For example, all individuals saw the same tweets in 

the first timeline, except for individuals who were in the five-exposures condition, in 

which one of the tweets was replaced by the target tweet (see timelines in Table I). The 

target tweet, shown in Figure 1, was the first shown in the timeline for the five-

exposures condition. A summary of the procedure is shown in Figure 2. We followed 

previous studies in which the message is shown to participants in the same session 

before answering the questionnaire (see [15], [60]). 

Table I 

Example of timelines used in the study 

First Timeline: Condition one, two, three, and four 

exposures  

First Timeline: Condition five exposures  

 

 

 



Figure 2. Procedure 

 

Measurement 

We followed previous studies that have analyzed the wear-out point mainly via brand 

attitude as a dependent variable. Thus, we measured brand attitude by using three items 

based on the scale in [70] (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.783). These items were measured 

using 11-point semantic differential scales. We also asked participants how many times 



they had seen the target tweet, in order to control the manipulation. Finally, 

demographics such as sex and age were requested. 

Participants 

Participants were recruited from an online Spanish consumer panel maintained by a 

market research firm. The panel consists of Internet users who agree to participate 

periodically in online surveys in exchange for small rewards and gifts. Members of this 

panel received an email inviting them to participate in the study. Before answering the 

questionnaire, their consent to participate in the study was requested. We obtained 232 

valid questionnaires. 

Results 

The results enable us to answer RQ1 (What is the wear-out point of Twitter?). 

The mean age of the sample was 40 years old, and nearly 54.3% of the subjects were 

male. There were no differences in attitude towards the brand for both genres 

(F(230,1)=1.394, p > 0.1) and different ages (ß = 0.078, p > 0.1). First, we analyzed the 

manipulation check, which confirmed that individuals remembered approximately how 

many times they saw the target tweet (see Table II). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

was used to check the wear-out point on Twitter. As Table III shows, tweet repetition 

had a significant effect on attitude toward the brand (F(4, 227) = 3.587, p < 0.01). A 

Scheffe test was also developed to examine the differences between conditions. Results 

show that there are no significant differences in attitude toward the brand for one- and 

two-tweet repetitions. However, in the three-tweet repetition condition attitude toward 

the brand was significantly higher than in the condition in which the tweet was repeated 

once. Additionally, with four repetitions the attitude was significantly lower than with 

three repetitions, but was similar to the five-tweet repetition condition.  

 



Table II 

Manipulation check for tweet repetition 

Condition 
Number of Times Individuals 
Perceived that they had seen 

the Target Tweet (Mean) 
F p-Value 

One tweet 
exposure 

1.20a 

114.671 0.000 

Two tweet 
exposures 

1.88b 

Three tweet 
exposures 

2.93c 

Four tweet 
exposures 

3.54d 

Five tweet 
exposures 

4.95e 

Note: Means in the same column with different superscripts differ significantly (p < .05) according to the Scheffe test. 

Table III 

Results of the preliminary study 

Condition 
Attitude toward the 

Brand (Mean) 
F p-Value 

One tweet exposure 5.17a 

3.587 0.007 

Two tweet exposures 5.32ab 

Three tweet 
exposures 

6.18b 

Four tweet 
exposures 

5.15a 

Five tweet exposures 5.25a 
Note: Means in the same column with different superscripts differ significantly (p < .1) according to the Scheffe test. 

Conclusions of the preliminary study 

The results show that attitude toward the brand increases until the third exposure to the 

tweet, after which it decreases. This confirms the existence of a wear-out point on social 

media, specifically on Twitter. The results also are in line with those of previous studies 

that have shown that on the Internet, consumers need to experience only a few 

exposures to commercial information before they become bothered by it (e.g. [60]). We 

used this result to develop the simulation presented in the next section.  

 

 



Simulation of information diffusion on Twitter 

Agent-based model 

 An ABM is a computational model for simulating aggregate consequences based on 

local interactions among members of a population [21]. ABMs have the potential to 

become an important market analysis tool in many areas. ABMs have previously been 

used in marketing studies on cross-market communications [21], simulations of market 

diffusion of new products [65], examinations of network effects [66], and simulations of 

new service product diffusion [67]. However, a recent study highlighted that little 

attention has been paid to ABM applications in the communication literature [23]. The 

four main components of an ABM are as follows: 

• Environment: This is the space in which the agents interact [21]. Depending on 

the scenario, the environment can represent an online network (e.g., SNS, 

network of email contacts) or an offline network (e.g., neighbors in a city). 

• Agents: Agents represent individuals, organizations, or any other entity with 

states and behaviors. These agents vary in their properties and behaviors [20], as 

well as in the neighbors with whom they interact in the environment. 

• Actions: Using a set of local rules, agents take actions that potentially affect 

other agents in each discrete time step [21], [22]. For example, an action could 

be reading a message on an SNS. 

• Periods: The duration of an action. Agents can perform an action per period, 

equivalent to the unit of time stipulated by the model [22].  

ABM for information diffusion on Twitter  

This study develops a simulation of information diffusion on Twitter (SIDT) as a 

simulation of an ABM that considers the wear-out point of Twitter users. This model 



will allow us to answer RQ2, 3, and 4. Figure 3 illustrates the evolution in n discrete 

periods of a network when a company sends the same tweet r times through its brand 

account on Twitter. First, the simulation starts when seeds (i.e., followers of the brand 

page) receive the tweet (t = 0). In period 1, some seeds may read this tweet, and those 

who read the tweet may retweet it in the second period. In the next periods of the 

simulation, the remaining users may read and retweet the tweet. It is worth mentioning 

that during the first r periods the brand page sends the same tweet to its seeds, implying 

that seeds and other users of the network may reach their wear-out point.  

Figure 3. Evolution of a simulation in SIDT 

 

For the successful use of SIDT, it must be calibrated with data from the real world. The 

use of Twitter to diffuse information is especially important for small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs). The relatively low budget that is needed to develop WOM 

marketing strategies via SNSs, compared with traditional media such as TV, 

newspapers, or magazines, makes SNSs an accessible and suitable medium for SMEs. 

In fact, in a study by [71], 75% of SMEs used social media and 78% of SMEs that used 

it stated that they saw social media as a critical channel to achieve their business goals. 

Additionally, among social media platforms many SMEs have stated that they prefer 

Twitter for developing marketing campaigns [71]. Hence, this study focuses on SMEs. 

Specifically, to simulate the diffusion of tweets written by a company, the study uses 



the brand page of a real SME, a Spanish winery that has 23 employees and whose main 

communication channel is SNSs. Glass of Bubbly 

(https://www.glassofbubbly.com/sww100-leaderboard/) is a premium online magazine 

on champagne and sparkling wines that awards prizes to the most influential wineries 

around the world based on their SNS achievements. Out of 200 wineries worldwide the 

winery used in this study is currently 14th, while it is first among Spain’s wineries. 

Therefore, it is considered a suitable SME for this analysis. The next sections explain 

our calibration in detail, in particular the environment, periods, agents, and actions.   

• Environment: The environment is represented by a subnetwork of Twitter that 

represents the universe of users of the target winery. In this subnetwork, the 

brand page on Twitter has 2,334 seeds (followers), which is the number of 

followers this winery had when data collection began (March 9, 2016). As the 

size of the seed in WOM marketing campaigns is usually 5% of the network 

[22], 46,680 agents (users) are taken to represent the size of this network. 

Finally, each agent has an average of 208 neighbors, normally distributed, since 

this number is the average number of followers per Twitter user [72]. 

• Periods: Previous studies have shown that a tweet has a life of a few hours [11]. 

However, in 2015 Twitter launched an  algorithmic timeline called “In case you 

missed it,” where users can see tweets from those they follow that were written 

at a time they were away, even if this was several hours or days ago. As a 

consequence, this algorithmic timeline increases tweet life. As users usually log 

into Twitter at least once a day [73], when a company writes a tweet it can be 

seen by its followers throughout the day. For this reason, tweet life is considered 

to be one day, and then each t period also corresponds to one day. 

https://www.glassofbubbly.com/sww100-leaderboard/
http://thenextweb.com/twitter/2016/02/10/twitters-new-algorithmic-timeline-feature-is-opt-in-and-wont-ruin-your-feed/


• Agents: Agents represent Twitter users. A distinction can be made between 

seeds and non-seeds. Seeds are the initial group of consumers who receive a 

tweet; specifically, they are followers of the brand Twitter account. Non-seeds 

are composed of both seeds’ followers and other users of the network (users who 

do not follow the seed account) who do not follow the brand Twitter account. 

Each agent can reach different states: (1) the agent did not read the tweet; (2) the 

agent read the tweet; (3) the agent retweeted the tweet; or (4) the agent reached 

his/her wear-out point.  

• Actions: In terms of measuring the effect of tweet repetitions over information 

diffusion, agents can only do one of two actions at each period t: read or retweet 

a tweet. A user can only read a tweet that was received at period t-1, and once 

the tweet has been read the user can retweet it. A user can only retweet messages 

to his/her neighbors. Finally, each agent contains two probability values that are 

normally distributed in all agents of the environment (network): the probabilities 

of read and retweet. 

A user can read the same tweet many times in different periods. A tweet has a 

probability pr of being read at period t. The user’s probability of reading the 

tweet depends on the number of times they receive the tweet during the same 

period t. The more times the agent receives the same tweet during that period t, 

the higher their probability of reading it. Then, following previous studies [21], 

[22], the read probability of agent i at period t will be 1 minus the probability 

that the agent does not read the tweet at the n times the agent has received the 

tweet during this period t (Equation 1).  

If a tweet is read during period t, the agent could retweet it during period t+1. 

There is a retweet probability of prt. The probability of an agent i retweeting the 



tweet will be higher, as this agent receives the tweet more times in the same 

period t. Thus, the retweet probability of agent i during period t will be 1 minus 

the probability that the agent does not retweet in this period the tweet that the 

agent has received n times in the previous period (Equation 2). The retweet 

action depends on the number of times this agent receives the tweet. In SIDT, it 

is considered that when users reach their wear-out point—that is, when message 

repetition starts to bother them—they no longer retweet the message. As 

explained in the preliminary study, SIDT uses three times as the threshold (w). 

Thus, an agent retweets a tweet if the retweet probability is satisfied and the 

wear-out point is less than threshold w (Equation 3). Each agent begins with a 

wear-out level of 0, and every time a tweet is read the wear-out is increased by 

1. 

𝑃𝑟𝑖 (𝑡) = 1 − (1 − 𝑝𝑟)𝑛   (1) 

𝑃𝑟𝑡𝑖(𝑡) = 1 − (1 − 𝑝𝑟𝑡)𝑛 𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡 ℎ𝑎𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑡  (2) 

𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡 {
                   𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡                   𝑃𝑟𝑡  𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 ∩ 𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑟_𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 < 𝑤

       𝑁𝑜 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡                                                           𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (3)                           

Probability values (pr and prt) were calculated from 135 tweets of the target 

winery Twitter account written from March 9 to August 22, 2016. The 

calculation process for the probabilities is explained below. 

Read probability (pr). Twitter analytics show the number of times a tweet has 

been read. As each t period corresponds to a day, information on each tweet was 

collected approximately 24 hours after it was written. The read probability (pr) 

was calculated as the quotient between the number of times a tweet was seen and 

the number of brand page followers (Equation 4).  



Retweet probability (prt). Twitter also provides information on the number of 

times a tweet has been retweeted. Thus, the retweet probability was calculated as 

the quotient between this information and the number of times that a tweet has 

been seen (Equation 5).  

𝑝𝑟 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑎 𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡 ℎ𝑎𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑠
 (4) 

𝑝
𝑟𝑡=

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑎 𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡 ℎ𝑎𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑎 𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡 ℎ𝑎𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛
 
 (5) 

When a simulation is created, each agent uses a normally distributed random value from 

a range between the mean of each probability +/- its standard deviation.  

• Experiment configuration 

A simulation starts with a group of agents (seeds) who have received the tweet 

before the first period (t = 0). After n periods of a simulation, SIDT enables the 

number of users to have received and read a brand tweet to be determined; this is 

equivalent to message diffusion. A total of 21 different configurations of 

simulations were used, where each configuration contained a different tweet 

repetition—that is, the company was considered to repeat the tweet from 1 to 21 

times (r = 1 to 21). To prevent stochastic effects of a single run of a simulation, 

the run of the same configuration of a simulation was repeated at least 30 times 

(following the practice used in [21]). Finally, each simulation was run with 25 

periods because after approximately period 20, no more variations in the 

simulation were observed. The experiment configuration is summarized in Table 

IV.  

 

 



Table IV 

Summary of the experiment configuration 

Parameters Value 

Network size 46,680 agents 

Seeds 2,334 agents 

Followers of Twitter users 208 agents 

Number of periods  25  

Range of read probability of a Tweet (pr) [0.100, 0.220] 

Range of retweet probability of a Tweet (prt) [0.004, 0.012] 

Read probability of user i at time t  𝑃𝑟𝑖 (𝑡) = 1 − (1 − 𝑝𝑟)𝑛 

Retweet probability of user i at time t 𝑃𝑟𝑡𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = 1 − (1 − 𝑝𝑟𝑡)𝑛 

Wear-out point (w) 3 

Number of repetitions by simulation  30 

Number of times that a company sent the tweet (r)  From 1 to 21 

Total number of simulations  630 (= 21 * 30) 

SIDT is implemented as a Web application, which is written in JavaScript, a dynamic 

prototype-based object model with full support for higher-order functions. An Intel 

Core 2 Duo, 2.93 GHz PC with 4GB of RAM running Windows Server 2012 and 

Firefox 55.0.3 were used to run the experiment. The time elapsed in the execution of all 

simulations was 78.2 hours (3.26 days). 

For the model, message diffusion is measured as the number of agents (Twitter users) 

that read the message after n periods. In addition, the number of agents who reached 

their wear-out point and the number of agents who retweeted the message were 

measured.  

RESULTS 

After running the SIDT, an ANOVA was conducted in order to compare the diffusion, 

wear-out point, and number of retweets reached in each tweet repetition. ANOVA is a 

statistical test that assesses significant differences in the means of a metric dependent 

variable for the different groups formed by a categorical variable [74]. The null 

hypothesis of an ANOVA tests the equivalence of the means of dependent variables 

between groups using an F-test. A probability is also calculated. That probability allows 



us to determine how common or rare our F-value is, under the assumption that the null 

hypothesis is true. If the probability is low enough, we can conclude that our data are 

inconsistent with the null hypothesis. In this study, the evidence in the sample data is 

strong enough to reject the null hypothesis for the entire population. This probability is 

known as the p-value. If the p-value is lower than 0.05 the null hypothesis is rejected, 

and means are not equal. In contrast, if the p-value is higher than 0.05 the null 

hypothesis is not rejected, and the means are equal  [74]. When the categorical variable 

has more than three groups, rejection of the null hypotheses means that not all means 

are equal, so post hoc analysis should be developed in order to check differences in 

means for groups two by two [74]. In this study, the post hoc analysis was developed 

using the Scheffe test. 

The general results can be divided into two: results for seeds, and overall results (the 

latter of which comprise the results for both seeds and non-seeds). Each are expressed in 

different ways: results for seeds are depicted as the proportion of seeds who reach a 

specific state (diffusion; that is, read the tweet, reach wear-out point, or retweet the 

tweet), while results for the total subnetwork are expressed as the proportion of the total 

subnetwork who also reach a specific state. These proportions are the means of the 

variable for all simulations that were run (30 simulations for each tweet repetition). That 

is, 30 simulations were run in which the tweet was only repeated once, 30 simulations in 

which the tweet were repeated twice, and so on. 

Results for seeds 

As shown in Table V, there are significant differences in the means of diffusion, the 

number of seeds who retweeted, and the number of seeds who reached their wear-out 

point (dependent variables) for the different number of tweet repetitions (categorical 

variable). 



Table V 

ANOVA results 

 Outcome F(20,609) Sig. 

Seeds 

Diffusion 21988.622 0.00 

Retweet 182.377 0.00 

Wear-out effect 16424.455 0.00 

Non-seeds 

Diffusion 140.827 0.00 

Retweet 33.819 0.00 

Wear-out effect 0.900 0.59 

Total 

Diffusion 524.099 0.00 

Retweet 141.716 0.00 

Wear-out effect 16424.452 0.00 

 

In order to identify in which groups the means are statistically different, we developed 

Scheffe tests. Table VI shows the results in which means with different superscripts are 

statistically different from each other. These results allow us to answer RQ2 (How 

many times should a company repeat a tweet written on its brand page in order to 

maximize the diffusion for seeds?). 

Regarding diffusion, when the tweet is repeated once, it will be diffused among more 

seeds. However, this only occurs until the 16th repetition, after which the tweet must be 

repeated twice in order to significantly increase its diffusion. The diffusion slows as the 

number of tweet repetitions increases. In fact, after the 21st repetition the tweet reaches 

more than 93% of seeds, while with only four repetitions 50% of seeds have read the 

tweet at least once. These results allow us to answer RQ3 (How many times should a 

company repeat a tweet written on its brand page to maximize the diffusion while 

minimizing the number of consumers reaching their wear-out point for seeds?) 

According to the wear-out effect, seeds start to reach their wear-out point at the sixth 

repetition; 1.5% of seeds reach this point. According to the Scheffe test, the proportion 

of individuals who reach their wear-out point at the sixth repetition is statistically 



different than this proportion with one, two, three, four, and five repetitions, where it is 

not different from zero. From the sixth tweet repetition, the number of seeds who reach 

the wear-out point increases at each additional repetition. For the 21st repetition, almost 

half of the population of seeds (44%) will be affected by the wear-out effect. Finally, 

regarding retweets, the tweet should be repeated three times in order to increase the 

proportion of individuals who retweet the tweet compared to the first repetition. 

However, from the 11th repetition the proportion of individuals who retweet increases 

with four additional repetitions, and until the 13th repetition the number of retweets 

does not increase. 

Table VI 

Results for seeds (expressed as proportion of seeds) 

Tweet 
Repetition 

Diffusion Among 
Seeds 

(Proportion of 
Seeds) 

Wear-Out 
Effect Among 

Seeds 
(Proportion of 

Seeds) 

Retweet 
(Proportion 
of Seeds) 

1st .1600a .0000a .0012a 

2nd .2958b .0000a .0025a 

3rd .4046c .0001a .0042ab 

4th .4929d .0016a .0059bc 

5th .5632e .0053ab .0072bcd 

6th .6257f .0145b .0075cd 

7th .6790g .0271c .0089de 

8th .7224h .0416d .0102def 

9th .7581i .0638e .0116efg 

10th .7844j .0888f .0124fgh 

11th .8141k .1161g .0129fghi 

12th .8334l .1457h .0136ghi 

13th .8539m .1791i .0158ijk 

14th .8688n .2102j .0152hijk 

15th .8818o .2453k .0161jkl 

16th .8970p .2793l .0167jkl 

17th .9064pq .3125m .0174kl 

18th .9149qr .3479n .0180kl 

19th .9218rs .3790o .0185kl 

20th .9287st .4126p .0184kl 

21st .9345t .4438q .0192l 
Note: Means in the same column with different superscripts differ significantly (p < 0.05) according to the Scheffe test. 

 

 



Results for total subnetwork 

The total results are expressed as the proportion of all users within the subnetwork who 

reach a specific state (read the tweet, reach their wear-out point, or retweet the tweet). 

Total results are also divided into the results for seeds and for non-seeds. As Tables 

VII–IX show, there are differences between the diffusion, proportion of individuals who 

reach their wear-out point, and proportion of individuals who retweet the tweet for the 

different times the tweet is repeated, except for the wear-out effect for non-seeds.  

Table VII 

Results of diffusion for the entire network and both subnetworks (expressed as a 

proportion of total network) 

Tweet 
Repetition 

Total Diffusion 
(Proportion of Total) 

Seeds Non-Seeds Total 

1st .0080ª .0025a .0105ª 

2nd .0148b .0053ab .0200b 

3rd .0202c .0082abc .0284c 

4th .0246d .0127bcd .0374d 

5th .0282e .0151cde .0433de 

6th .0313f .0160def .0473ef 

7th .0340g .0192defg .0532fg 

8th .0361h .0212efgh .0574gh 

9th .0379i .0235fgh .0614hi 

10th .0392j .0267ghi .0659ij 

11th .0407k .0274hi .0681ijk 

12th .0417l .0283hi .0700jkl 

13th .0427m .0332ijk .0758klm 

14th .0434n .0320ijk .0754klm 

15th .0441º .0324ijk .0765lm 

16th .0448p .0355jk .0803mn 

17th .0453pq .0375k .0829mn 

18th .0457qr .0363k .0821mn 

19th .0461rs .0391k .0852n 

20th .0464st .0379k .0843n 

21th .0467t .0394k .0861n 
Note: Means in the same column with different superscripts differ significantly (p < 0.05) according to the Scheffe test. 

 

 



Table VIII 

Results of wear-out effect for the entire network and both subnetworks (expressed as a 

proportion of the total network) 

Tweet 
Repetition 

Total Wear-Out Effect 
(Proportion of Total) 

Seeds Non-seeds Total 

1st .0000a 0a .0000a 

2nd .0000a 0a .0000a 

3rd .0000a 0a .0000a 

4th .0001a 0a .0001a 

5th .0003ab 0a .0003ab 

6th .0007b 0a .0007b 

7th .0014c 0a .0014c 

8th .0021d 0a .0021d 

9th .0032e 0a .0032e 

10th .0044f 0a .0044f 

11th .0058g 0a .0058g 

12th .0073h 0a .0073h 

13th .0090i 0a .0090i 

14th .0105j 0a .0105j 

15th .0123k 0a .0123k 

16th .0140l 0a .0140l 

17th .0156m 0a .0156m 

18th .0174n 0a .0174n 

19th .0189o 0a .0189o 

20th .0206p 0a .0206p 

21th .0222q 0a .0222q 
Note: Means in the same column with different superscripts differ significantly (p<0.05) according to the Scheffe test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table IX 

Results of retweets for the entire network and both subnetworks (expressed as a 

proportion of the total network) 

Tweet 
Repetition 

Total Retweet 
(Proportion of Total) 

Seeds Non-seeds Total 

1st .0001a .0000a .0001a 

2nd .0001a .0000ab .0002ab 

3rd .0002ab .0001abc .0003abc 

4th .0003bc .0001abcd .0004bcd 

5th .0004bcd .0001abcd .0005cde 

6th .0004cd .0001abcde .0005def 

7th .0004de .0002bcdef .0006defg 

8th .0005def .0002bcdefg .0007efgh 

9th .0006efg .0002cdefg .0008fgh 

10th .0006fgh .0002defgh .0009ghi 

11th .0006fghi .0002defgh .0009hi 

12th .0007ghi .0002defgh .0009hij 

13th .0008ijk .0003efgh .0011ijk 

14th .0008hijk .0003efgh .0010ijk 

15th .0008jkl .0002defgh .0010ijk 

16th .0008jkl .0003fh .0011jk 

17th .0009kl .0003h .0012k 

18th .0009kl .0003fgh .0012k 

19th .0009kl .0003h .0013k 

20th .0009kl .0003fh .0012k 

21th .0010l .0003h .0013k 
Note: Means in the same column with different superscripts differ significantly (p < 0.05) according to the Scheffe test. 

These results allow us to answer RQ4 (How many times should a company repeat a 

tweet written on its brand page to maximize the diffusion for non-seeds?). Total 

diffusion increases as the tweet is repeated an additional time, until the 4th repetition. 

As can be seen from Table VII, from the 4th to the 10th repetitions the tweet must be 

repeated twice to significantly increase total diffusion. In addition, from the 16th 

repetition total diffusion does not increase. If the diffusion for non-seeds is analyzed, 

four repetitions are needed to reach individuals who are not brand followers. The more 

times the tweet is repeated, the more repetitions are needed to increase the diffusion for 

non-seeds. Similar to total diffusion, from the 13th repetition the diffusion does not 

change; only the diffusion among seeds grows when the tweet is repeated more than 13 



times. A comparison between total diffusion and diffusion among seeds can be seen in 

Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Total diffusion vs. diffusion among seeds 

 

These results allow us to answer RQ5 (How many times should a company repeat a 

tweet written on its brand page to maximize the diffusion while minimizing the number 

of consumers reaching their wear-out point for seeds for non-seeds?). As we can see in 

Table VIII, according to the wear-out effect, only seeds reach their wear-out point; that 

is, users who are not followers of the brand page are not affected by the wear-out effect. 

This result can be seen graphically in Figure 5, where the line that represents the wear-

out effect for seeds is superimposed on the total number of individuals who reach their 

wear-out point.  

In relation to the total proportion of individuals who retweet, as shown in Table IX few 

individuals start to retweet in the first repetition, and the proportion of individuals who 

retweet does not increase until the tweet is repeated four times. In addition, the majority 

of retweets are by seeds. In fact, as shown in Figure 6, both lines follow a similar 

pattern. Non-seeds do not retweet until the 7th repetition, and stop at the 10th repetition; 

that is, from the 11th to the 21st repetitions the proportion of non-seeds who retweet 

does not increase significantly.  



 

Figure 5. Total wear-out effect vs. wear-out effect among seeds 

  

 

Figure 6. Total retweets vs. retweets among seeds 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

SNSs are appropriate platforms for information diffusion [75]; hence, companies create 

brand pages on such platforms, which allow users to follow these brands. Companies 



can send messages to their followers, who can easily disseminate them just by clicking 

“Retweet.” However, the question arises as to how many times a company can send the 

same message through Twitter to reach the highest level of information diffusion on this 

SNS. In contrast to the general view, if a company sends a tweet many times, this action 

will not lead to higher diffusion. When consumers see the same tweet several times, 

they can become annoyed, which has negative effects for the company. Thus, 

companies should consider the fact that repeating a message could increase information 

diffusion, but also create a negative effect on consumers.  

Theoretical contributions 

This study contributes to the literature in several ways. First, it extends the WOM 

marketing literature by studying a new strategy to achieve higher information diffusion 

on Twitter: tweet repetition. Previous studies have analyzed the characteristics that the 

tweet should have in order to be highly diffused [47], [48]. Other studies have examined 

the type of consumers who should be approached to achieve this aim [38], [43]. 

However, although companies are following this strategy on Twitter [76], to the best of 

the authors’ knowledge the effect of tweet repetition on information diffusion has not 

been examined to date. This study confirms the effectiveness of this strategy by 

showing that information diffusion grows until the 16th repetition of the same tweet. 

However, the growth will slow the more times the tweet is repeated. In fact, total 

diffusion increases as the tweet is repeated each additional time until the fourth 

repetition. This paper also analyzed the effects of tweet repetition for seeds and non-

seeds. Results show that if the tweet is repeated one more time, it will be diffused more 

among seeds. Based on the analysis of diffusion for users who are not seeds, four 

repetitions are needed to reach them. The more times a tweet is repeated, the more 

repetitions are needed to increase the diffusion for non-seeds. Additionally, seeds are 



very important for information diffusion, as the majority of retweets are enacted by 

them. This result is in line with previous studies that showed the importance of brand 

followers in retweet behavior [43]. 

Second, this study contributes to the information diffusion literature by controlling the 

wear-out effect. Previous studies on information diffusion have examined the effect of 

different strategies to reach the highest diffusion [3], [77]; nevertheless, they have not 

considered that a high diffusion of information could also lead to negative effects on 

consumers. This study has shown that only seeds reach their wear-out point; that is, 

non-followers of the brand page are not affected by the wear-out effect. Seeds started to 

become bothered by the tweet at the sixth repetition, at which 1.5% of seeds reached 

their wear-out point. This result is important as it suggests that when a company repeats 

a tweet several times, it should be careful not to annoy its followers. Brand followers on 

Twitter can help the company to diffuse information [17], and they can also be used to 

develop emotional bonds between followers and the brand, such as brand trust, brand 

attachment, and brand commitment [43]. Thus, companies should not annoy their 

followers with many tweet repetitions.  

Third, this study outlines a method by which to measure information diffusion. Recent 

research has measured the total diffusion of a message using the number of times the 

message has been shared [78]. However, not all consumers who have read a message 

share it; therefore, only assessing the number of times the message has been shared does 

not lead to knowing the real diffusion of the message. [79] also questioned the use of 

retweets as a proxy for diffusion, as this measure does not explain all information 

diffusion on Twitter. Therefore, the current study used the number of individuals who 

have read the tweet as a more accurate assessment of information diffusion.  



Fourth, the study contributes to both communication and computational science 

literature by analyzing a communication problem with an agent-based approach. ABM 

is a tool that can help researchers to understand and analyze marketing phenomena that 

are too complex for conventional analytical or empirical approaches [20]. It is also very 

suitable for examining WOM marketing campaigns [23]. However, in spite of its 

advantages, few communication researchers have used it to date.  

Finally, the paper contributes to technical professional communication by testing a 

strategy to reach significant information diffusion, and to create a tool that any company 

can use to anticipate the result of a communication campaign created in Twitter before 

launching it. Previous studies about technical communication have shown the power of 

social media in different fields, such as education [26], and as a tool that supports 

professional communicators work [27], making programmatic decisions [25], and 

measuring and diffusing information among technical and professional communicators 

[28]. In addition, the effect of characteristics of the social media platform (specifically 

Facebook) on social media engagement has been analyzed [45]. However, strategies to 

reach significant information diffusion on Twitter have not been studied. This paper 

outlines a new strategy by which professional communicators can achieve significant 

information diffusion among their audience on Twitter, and provides guidelines by 

which to implement the strategy successfully. This strategy could be used to give 

information not only to consumers but also to individuals in crisis contexts, such as 

wars or natural disasters, to refute fake news or diffuse information among workers of 

companies. 

Managerial implications 

The results obtained in this study have several implications for professional 

communicators. The study’s major managerial implication is its presentation of a means 



by which to measure information diffusion on Twitter by considering the number of 

repetitions of the message and the wear-out point. The approach is based on the use of 

ABM, while SIDT is proposed as a tool that companies could use to predict the 

diffusion of a tweet before implementing a tweet repetition strategy. Companies can 

easily calculate the probability that a tweet will be read and retweeted by introducing 

their own Twitter stats (i.e. Twitter analytics that offer information about the number of 

times a tweet has been seen and retweeted) and their number of followers to the model. 

Following this process, they would be able to identify the number of times they should 

repeat a tweet to achieve the highest diffusion while avoiding the user wear-out effect. 

Currently, companies use Twitter stats to check the success of actions developed on 

Twitter. Although these stats are an approximation of information diffusion, the number 

of individuals who have been reached by a tweet is unknown. Twitter stats show the 

number of tweet displays regardless of whether individuals may have seen the tweet 

more than once. In addition, by seeing only these stats companies cannot control the 

negative effect that tweet repetition can create when consumers reach their wear-out 

point. The current study’s results show that companies should repeat the tweet six times 

in order to achieve the highest information diffusion without bothering seeds. 

Companies could repeat the same tweet up to 16 times to achieve the highest level of 

information diffusion; however, they run the risk of annoying their brand followers by 

doing so.  

This paper offers a tool that professional communicators can apply to their specific 

context or sector before developing a campaign. For example, technical companies 

could use their Twitter data and apply the model to identify the number of times a tweet 

should be repeated to reach the highest audience. This will enable them to predict the 

results of their actions and avoid bothering their audience by repeating the same tweet 



too many times. In addition, they could program the exact number of times the tweet 

should be repeated to obtain the best results.  

Limitations and future research 

Each ABM requires initial information to be appropriately configured. This study was 

developed using data for a wine company, and the results could vary for different brand 

pages from different sectors. It would be interesting to replicate the study for brand 

pages with different characteristics, such as varying sizes or sectors. Specific companies 

could also use the model with their own data in order to test the results for their 

individual case.  

Additionally, results could vary within the same sector depending on who shares the 

tweet. Tweet shares using the main brand page of the company could have different 

results than tweets shared using the Twitter account of a worker, as the number of seeds 

and the type of account would differ. Thus, future research should analyze differences 

in diffusion for these two types of Twitter accounts.   

Additional studies may also validate the simulation results using, for example, in-depth 

interviews or experiments. Finally, we only analyzed tweet repetition. Other factors, 

such as message content or message form, could affect the diffusion of tweets. 

Therefore, it would be interesting to create a model with these variables to test their 

effect on the diffusion of a tweet.  

Availability. SIDT is available online at http://www.absmarketing.cl, where it is 

possible to test this tool without the need for a browser extension.  
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